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ABSTRACT

This study analyzed quantitative and qualitative data from classroom observations combined with instructor survey results to characterize the application of reformed teaching practices in undergraduate geoscience classes in the United States. Trained observers used the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) to score 204 geoscience classes. Observed faculty represent a diversity of institutions, teaching rank, and years of experience. Classrooms observed included introductory and upper-level undergraduate courses that ranged in size from 6 to 275 students. Total RTOP scores do not correlate with class size, class level, institution type, instructor gender, instructor rank, or years of teaching experience. Classroom instruction was separated into three categories based on total RTOP scores: Teacher Centered (≤30), Transitional (31–49), or Student Centered (≥50). Statistical analyses of RTOP subscales and individual item scores are used to identify the instructional practices that are characteristic of each category. Instructor survey responses and qualitative classroom observations provide additional details about instructional practices common within each instructional category. Results of these analyses provide a coherent picture of instructional strategies used in geoscience classrooms. Instruction in the most Student Centered classrooms differs from that in Transitional and Teacher Centered classrooms in at least one of three ways. Student Centered classes are more likely to include (1) students engaged in class activities with one another; (2) activities in which instructors assess student learning and adjust lessons accordingly; and (3) opportunities for students to answer and pose questions that determine the focus of a lesson.

INTRODUCTION

Student-Centered Practices in the Sciences

Reformed teaching is defined as a set of practices that place priority on student agency to promote active learning, problem solving, and critical thinking (Sawada et al., 2002). Active learning occurs through diverse student-centered teaching practices, and can be described as strategies that “promote conceptual understanding through interactive engagement of students” (Hake, 1998, p. 65). In a classroom setting, the phrase active learning describes time during which students actively work on problems or questions (Marlowe and Page, 2005; Eddy et al., 2015) rather than passively listening to an instructor. Student-centered practices engage students in peer-to-peer interaction that often emphasizes higher order thinking (Freeman et al., 2014). The use of these strategies has been shown to increase student engagement (Umbach and Wawrzynski, 2005), to improve student mastery of course material across STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) disciplines (Prince, 2004; Kuh et al., 2005; Fairweather, 2008; Singer et al., 2012; Freeman et al., 2014; Kober, 2015), and to reduce the achievement gap among student populations (Haak et al., 2011; Eddy and Hogan, 2014). Positive correlation between the presence of active learning and student mastery of course material has been documented in introductory and upper-level geoscience courses (e.g., Yuretich et al., 2001; McConnell et al., 2003; Yuretich, 2004; Kortz et al., 2008; Goldsmith, 2011; Dohaney et al., 2012) where students also report satisfaction with use of reformed teaching methods (Yuretich et al., 2001; McConnell et al., 2003; Yuretich, 2004; Dohaney et al., 2012).

Evidence from studies of student learning and student perceptions supports a positive relationship between active learning strategies and student performance and retention (Hake, 1998; McConnell et al., 2003; Epting et al., 2004; Knight and Wood, 2005; Umbach and Wawrzynski, 2005; Michael, 2006; Freeman et al., 2014). However, despite evidence in favor of adoption of reformed teaching practices in STEM, there remains a significant proportion of instructors who have not embraced student-centered strategies (e.g., Henderson and Dancy, 2007; Wieman et al., 2010; Singer et al., 2012). Given this evidence, it is of value to the geoscience community to document the use of student-centered practices in geoscience classrooms so that the community can reflect on the state of pedagogical practices in undergraduate geoscience education and identify practices that may help instructors seeking to shift their pedagogy to incorporate more student-centered strategies. The Classroom Observation Project (Science Education Resource Center, 2014) was established through the On the Cutting Edge Program to provide data about the types of teaching strategies used in undergraduate geoscience classrooms across the nation and to document the degree to which reformed teaching practices are employed in geoscience classes.
Student-Centered Teaching in the Geosciences

There are many examples of student-centered teaching practices used in individual undergraduate geosciences classrooms (e.g., McConnell et al., 2003; Greer and Heaney, 2004; Yuretich, 2004; Kortz et al., 2008; Goldsmith, 2011). While these publications provide evidence that student-centered teaching strategies are used in some geoscience classrooms, they do not provide information about how widespread the use of such teaching strategies might be among geoscience instructors nationwide.

More than 2000 instructors responded to questions about the frequency of use of various teaching methods in the On the Cutting Edge 2004 national survey (Macdonald et al., 2005), which showed that traditional lecture was the most commonly used classroom practice, with 66% of introductory course instructors and 56% of upper-level course instructors reporting using lecture in nearly every class (Macdonald et al., 2005). While the survey results of Macdonald et al. (2005) indicate use of instructional strategies other than lecture, most instructors report using such strategies infrequently. These survey results suggest that undergraduate geoscience classes use student-centered strategies to varying degrees. Now, more than a decade later, it is worth investigating the degree to which student-centered strategies are used in undergraduate geoscience classrooms, and to investigate the degree to which instructor survey results match direct observation of classroom practice, because some studies have called into question the reliability of self-report data from instructor surveys (e.g., Fung and Chow, 2002; Ebert-May et al., 2011).

Direct observation of teaching practices using an observation protocol provides another description or measure of student-centered strategies used in classrooms. Budd et al. (2013) developed a rubric to accompany the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP; Sawada et al., 2002) and used it with two trained observers to describe the teaching practices of 26 instructors in introductory geoscience courses at a variety of institution types. Budd et al. (2013) used RTOP observation data to categorize instruction as Teacher Centered (RTOP score ≤30), Transitional (RTOP score 31–49), or Student Centered (RTOP score ≥50), and indicated that about one-third of introductory geoscience instructors engage in significant student-centered practices in their courses. While valuable, these data describe only a few geoscience courses at the introductory level. To date, the degree to which student-centered teaching strategies are used in all levels of college geoscience classes has not been documented, nor do we know which particular strategies geoscience instructors most often use.

Research Questions

The Classroom Observation Project aims to describe the extent of student-centered teaching used in undergraduate geoscience classrooms at all instructional levels and at a variety of institution types (Science Education Resource Center, 2014). To achieve this goal, we identify two research questions. (1) How do teaching practices observed in undergraduate geoscience classrooms vary with demographic variables such as class size, class level, and instructor teaching experience? (2) What teaching practices used in geoscience classrooms characterize and differentiate Teacher Centered, Transitional, and Student Centered learning environments?

By answering these two questions we seek to identify common variables and practices that are associated with student-centered teaching in the geosciences with the expectation that such knowledge could be used to promote student-centered teaching practices among geoscience instructors.

Ways to Characterize Teaching Practices

Given increasing attention to pedagogy in college-level STEM classrooms as a means to improving student performance, retention, and interest in STEM disciplines, diverse studies have collected and analyzed classroom data in a variety of ways. Studies that address the perspectives of instructors include investigations of teacher beliefs (Kane et al., 2002; Roehrig and Kruse, 2005), examinations of instructor training (Gibbs and Coffey, 2004; Postareff et al., 2007), interviews with instructors (e.g., Markley et al., 2009), and instructor self-report surveys (e.g., Macdonald et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2011; Wieman and Gilbert, 2014). Direct observations of classroom practices are also used and often employ formal rubrics and observation protocols to systematically measure teaching practice (e.g., Sawada et al., 2002; Hora and Ferrare, 2013; Smith et al., 2013; Lund et al., 2015). This work combines results of direct observation of classroom practices with instructor-reported survey responses. The following is a review of common observation protocols to provide context and justification for our instrument choice.

Common Observation Protocols Used in STEM Disciplines

Quantitative methods to describe classroom practices vary widely in the types of instruction that they aim to identify and in the types of data they produce. The RTOP was developed by the Arizona Collaborative for Excellence in the Preparation of Teachers (ACEPT) and provides a standardized means for detecting the degree to which classroom instruction uses student-centered, engaged learning practice (Lawson et al., 2002; MacIsaac and Falconer, 2002; Sawada et al., 2002). Use of the RTOP instrument captures many dimensions of student-centered teaching practices, including focus on a conceptual framework, group work, class discussion, hypothesis testing, and emphasis on exploration in the classroom. The RTOP also assesses student and instructor interactions, which are important for understanding student engagement (e.g., Good and Brophy, 1997; Wainwright et al., 2004). The RTOP instrument has 25 items grouped into 5 subscales (Sawada et al., 2002), and each item is scored from 0 (never occurred) to 4 (thoroughly demonstrated).

Other observation protocols that use detailed coding strategies include the Teaching Dimensions Observation Protocol (TDOP; Hora, 2015) and the Classroom Observation Protocol for Undergraduate STEM (COPUS; Smith et al., 2013). Both were developed specifically for post-secondary nonlaboratory courses. With both protocols, trained observers document student and
instructor activities during each 2 minute time interval of an observed class period (Hora and Ferrare, 2013; Smith et al., 2014) by coding for occurrences of specific student and teacher behaviors (Hora and Ferrare, 2013; Smith et al., 2013). The TDOP has 33 possible activities to code in 5 categories (Hora, 2015), which are reduced to 25 elements in the COPUS. Similarly, the Practical Observation Rubric to Assess Active Learning (PORTAAL) was developed from discipline-based education research to capture evidence of students engaged in research-based elements of active learning in observed STEM classrooms (Eddy et al., 2015).

Different observation protocols have different outputs. RTOP results are quantitative scores that permit straightforward comparisons across observations and observers. Other observation protocols, like PORTAAL, COPUS, and TDOP, produce an average frequency or duration of time spent on each coded element, useful in informing the presence, absence, or proportion of time spent on specific items, but can be more challenging to report for research purposes. Smith et al. (2013) suggested that observations using protocols that result in numerical scores, such as the RTOP, may be perceived as judgmental and thus awkward to share with the observed instructor. As such, protocols like COPUS and TDOP that report the proportion of class time during which coded activities occurred may remove perceived judgment by documenting only whether something did or did not happen (e.g., Chism, 2007). However, such protocols also remove the ability to measure (or document) the quality or depth of observed activities (e.g., clicker questions would be recorded without regard for the type of question asked or the type of thinking students were expected to do to answer the question). Such coding is difficult to distill when considering a single class period, and simultaneous coding for multiple elements can be challenging to interpret (Lund et al., 2015). In addition, 2 minute time blocks may include multiple activities (e.g., writing on the board, lecturing, and asking questions), all of which go into the reported percentages of activities during the class period, making it difficult to compare class periods among faculty or class types.

Additional criticisms of observation protocols include the training, organization, and logistical planning required. For example, training to use the COPUS can be as short as 1.5 hours (Smith et al., 2013), whereas the RTOP and TDOP have been criticized for requiring extensive observer training (e.g., Smith et al., 2013; Eddy et al., 2015). Some protocols, such as PORTAAL, require that observers record multiple types of information at frequent intervals during a class period, which led Eddy et al. (2015) to suggest that live observations using PORTAAL are impractical and should instead be made from video recordings that allow the observer to pause or review the class. The use of videos in making PORTAAL observations (e.g., Walkington and Marder, 2013; Eddy et al., 2015) requires an extra element of planning and willingness on the part of the instructor to allow video cameras in the classroom. In addition, having cameras in the classroom may raise concerns regarding student privacy.

Given the strengths and weaknesses of the array of observation protocols available, we selected the RTOP rubric for the large-scale quantitative research goal of characterizing undergraduate geoscience classrooms. The overarching strength of the RTOP is that it was developed from discipline-based education research and uses trained observers with content knowledge to assess the quality and depth of use of research-based pedagogies (Eddy et al., 2015). Training required for RTOP observers is extensive, but interrater reliability for observers is high, and differences in RTOP scores reflect distinct instructional practices (Sawada et al., 2002; Budd et al., 2013).

Work presented here includes a large sample of geoscience faculty (n = 204) in both introductory and upper-level undergraduate geoscience courses to represent all stages of the undergraduate experience. This work also combines quantitative RTOP scores with analysis of qualitative observer comments and instructor survey data. These data broadly characterize the teaching strategies used in geoscience classrooms in a variety of class types at a broad range of institutions by diverse instructors across the United States.

### METHODS

A team of classroom observers, trained by the On the Cutting Edge sponsored Classroom Observation Project (Science Education Resource Center, 2014), used the RTOP to complete more than 200 classroom observations in a wide range of geoscience classrooms across the United States. Total RTOP scores are used to describe the degree and variability of teaching practices used in different types of undergraduate geoscience classrooms. To characterize and differentiate teaching practices observed in Teacher Centered, Translational, and Student Centered learning environments, we analyze RTOP scores, instructor responses to a teaching practices survey, and written comments recorded by classroom observers. This multidimensional data analysis provides quantitative and qualitative characterizations of teaching practices in a large number of geoscience classrooms.

### Classroom Observations

Given the goal of describing geoscience classrooms representative of those across the United States, a team of observers was drawn from a range of institution types, geographic regions, and with different discipline specializations. Classrooms to observe were initially identified based on proximity to trained observers (first ~50 observations) and later were identified with an effort to balance demographic information such as instructor gender, rank (adjunct through full professor), institution type (associates through doctorate granting, based on the Carnegie Classification [2015]) and class size at both introductory and advanced levels.

All trained observers made classroom observations using a modified version of the RTOP rubric described by Budd et al. (2013). Each of the 25 items on the RTOP is scored on a scale from 0 to 4, resulting in possible total RTOP scores from 0 to 100. RTOP items are grouped into the following 5 subscales (Sawada et al., 2002):
1. Lesson Design and Implementation. The five items in this subscale examine the design and application of a lesson in engaging students. For example, items in this subscale look for evidence that the instructor takes students’ prior knowledge into account and provides opportunities for students to work together as part of a learning community.

2. Content—Propositional Knowledge. The five items in this subscale examine the character and organization of the content presented by the instructor. For example, items in this subscale look for evidence that the instructor knows the content, presents it in a way that highlights fundamental concepts, and allows students to represent and connect abstract concepts with other disciplines or everyday life.

3. Content—Procedural Knowledge. The five items in this subscale examine what students are asked to do during a class to support their learning of the content. For example, items in this subscale look for evidence that students are working with the content through their use and interpretation of, e.g., models and graphs, through their formulation of predictions and/or hypotheses, and through reflections on their own learning.

4. Classroom Culture—Communicative Interactions. The five items in this subscale examine the types of interactions among students and the quality of those interactions in terms of how students are communicating and what they are communicating about. For example, items in this subscale look for evidence that questions and comments from students influence the focus and direction of classroom activities, and that talk among students takes place during a high proportion of class time.

5. Classroom Culture—Student-Teacher Relationships. The five items in this subscale examine types of interactions between the instructor and the students, and how those interactions promote student participation and learning. For example, items in this subscale look for evidence that the instructor encourages and values student participation, that the instructor listens to student ideas, and that the instructor is patient with students.

RTOP observers were trained in four cohorts. The first cohort (12) observed classrooms and watched recorded classroom sessions to test and adapt the RTOP rubric of Budd et al. (2013). The modified rubric was used by all observers for the 204 observations reported here. By developing a detailed rubric for the RTOP, Budd et al. (2013) established high interrater reliability between their two observers. In our larger observer pool, initial discussion and comparison of scored observations using the Budd et al. (2013) RTOP rubric led us to slightly modify the wording in the scoring rubric and/or comments associated with the scoring rubric in 15 of the 25 rubric items. These changes were made to clarify language and ensure consistent application of the RTOP instrument by observers for work reported here. For example, in the area of Procedural Knowledge, item 11 addresses the use of a variety of means to represent phenomena. A comment was added to clarify that asking students to interpret a graph, map, or diagram does count as interpreting phenomena.

Through iterative training observations, scoring discussions, and slight modifications to the Budd et al. (2013) RTOP rubric, the first cohort came to consensus, and after 8 observations and adjustments to the scoring criteria, observation scores of the cohort fell within a narrow range. The mean scores of this original cohort were henceforward considered the standard scores for subsequent training. Three additional cohorts of observers were trained from 2012 to 2014 using a three-stage process of scoring videos and discussing scores with a trained observer. At each stage if trainee scores were within one standard deviation of the standard, they advanced to the next stage of training, which included more videos, discussions, and score comparisons. The final stage in the training process required participants to score two final calibration videos. Using these final calibration videos, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to be 0.996 for all scores received from the pair of final calibration videos from observers [taken individually, the α for video 1 is 0.81 (n = 22) and for video 2 is 0.84 (n = 24)]. This exceeds the acceptable threshold for interrater reliability of α > 0.7 (Multon, 2010). This measure of instrument reliability is consistent with that calculated for other studies using RTOP (e.g., Sawada et al., 2002; Budd et al., 2013). We also determined interrater reliability using a two-way mixed, single measures intraclass correlation (Hallgren, 2012), using data from 22 observers and 2 training videos. This method yields an intraclass correlation (ICC) of 0.928 for the total RTOP score and ICC > 0.5 for all subscales except propositional knowledge (ICC = 0.215). Our finding is consistent with other studies that show lower reliability for the propositional knowledge subscale than for other parts of the instrument (Budd et al., 2013).

Classroom observations were made by trained observers in person (not by video) between March 2011 and June 2014 as part of the On the Cutting Edge Classroom Observation Project (Science Education Resource Center, 2014) and resulted in 204 sets of quantitative observer data (RTOP scores). No single instructor was observed more than once. After the first year of observations in 2011–2012, observers also provided a description of activities that were used to assign the quantitative scores of each RTOP subscale, a summary of the class, examples of missed opportunities and highlights, and any other characteristics that might have made the class an anomaly. Observer comments are available for 172 of the 204 quantitative observations and vary in length and quality. Instructors who agreed to have a class observed were asked to sign a consent form (per institutional review board requirements) and to complete the RTOP instructor survey (Appendix), which is a subset of the 2009 On the Cutting Edge teaching practices survey (Manduca et al., 2011). Participating instructors provided demographic data, information about the observed class, and information about their typical teaching practices. Instructors from 203 of the 204 observed classrooms submitted survey responses.

Total RTOP scores are compared to demographic variables to look for factors that may influence the degree of student-centered teaching practices used in geoscience classrooms. Total RTOP scores are also used to assign each of the 204 observations to an instructional category according to the classification established by Budd et al. (2013): Teacher Centered (RTOP score ≤30), Transitional (RTOP score 31–49) or Student Centered (RTOP score ≥50). Following this categorization we use the following:
1. Discriminant function analysis to identify RTOP subscales and items that most strongly characterize and differentiate classes in each instructional category.

2. Comparison of survey responses with quantitative RTOP data to connect observations of single class sessions with instructor report of general teaching practices.

3. Analysis of qualitative classroom observer comments to identify specific teaching practices that characterize and differentiate classes in each instructional category.

While the three instructional category labels, Student Centered, Transitional, and Teacher Centered (Budd et al., 2013), have been criticized as being value laden (e.g., Hora, 2015), they are already in use, and therefore we use them here to avoid inventing new category titles that may cause confusion. The Transitional category is used only to indicate that the RTOP score is intermediate between the Teacher Centered and Student Centered categories (Budd et al., 2013), and does not suggest that an instructor is attempting to pass through this category to get to another. Furthermore, the instructional category labels and RTOP scores are not meant to imply that single observations represent an instructor’s entire teaching practice, but they are useful in characterizing the learning environment observed during a single class period.

**Discriminant Function Analysis of RTOP Scores**

To explore which RTOP elements are most strongly associated with membership in a particular instructional category, we performed a discriminant function analysis (DFA). The DFA is a statistical analysis that examines the degree to which a set of independent variables predicts the outcome of a dependent, categorical variable. In this study, independent variables are the 25 items in the RTOP instrument, and the dependent variable is the instructional category (Teacher Centered, Transitional, and Student Centered). The analysis identifies the combination of RTOP items that most reliably distinguishes among instructional categories by creating functions from weighted combinations of the independent variables that maximize variance in the dependent variables. In other words, this test allows us to examine which items are most characteristic of each instructional category. The fit of the model is evaluated by determining the proportion of cases for which the discriminant functions correctly predict the resultant instructional category. The relative contributions of each independent variable to a function are described by its canonical loading.

SPSS 24 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software) was used to perform a series of DFAs to probe the relationship between RTOP score elements and instructional category. The DFA and statistical assumptions were tested using built-in functions of SPSS, and the results are discussed in the following section. In the initial DFA, instructional category was used as the dependent variable and the five subscales were used as independent variables (Analysis A). In a second analysis, the 25 individual RTOP rubric items were used as independent variables (Analysis B). This approach was refined in a third analysis (Analysis C), in which a DFA was performed using only the most predictive rubric items to construct a model that predicted instructional category well (>80%) with the smallest possible number of predictor variables.

**Assumptions and Limitations of DFA**

Applied to these data, a DFA has only limited statistical utility, but it can be used to probe the variables that are most likely to characterize instructional category. Because the independent variables (items or subscales) compose the dependent variable (RTOP score), they are not unrelated. However, because each independent variable contributes equally to the total RTOP score, a finding that some items are more strongly predictive of instructional category might indicate that these variables deserve further investigation.

A DFA assumes that all independent variables are normally distributed, that the variables are homoscedastic (variance within dependent variables is uncorrelated to independent variables), and that participants’ scores are independent of one another. RTOP items were homoscedastic, as standardized residual values were uncorrelated with standardized predicted values; furthermore, each participant was scored independently of all other participants, making each individual participant’s score independent of the others. In contrast, independent variables were not always normally distributed. The non-normal character of the distribution is due to the ordinal nature of the variable (five discrete states for each variable), producing relatively flat, left-skewed or right-skewed distributions. Previous work suggests, however, that the DFA is most sensitive to outliers and can be applied if a non-normal distribution is mainly due to skewness, rather than to data outliers (Tabachnick and Fidel, 1996). The DFA also assumes that participants were sampled randomly. Although not a random sample, participants in this study were not selected systematically to represent a particular subgroup of instructors; rather, the study used a purposive sample to include a wide cross section of instructors, course levels, and institution types. The statistical power of a DFA is reduced when independent variables covary. In this study, most RTOP items correlate with other RTOP items to some degree; i.e., classrooms with high scores in one item are more likely to have high scores on other items. However, only 3 pairs of items had correlations higher than 0.5 (items 2, 18; items 6, 7; and items 16, 18), and none had correlations above 0.7. No pairs of subscales had correlations greater than 0.5. Because of these modest violations of assumptions, we do not expect the DFA to have a high level of statistical power; nevertheless, the analysis can be used as an exploratory tool to probe the items that are most predictive of instructional category.

**Instructor Surveys**

Instructor surveys (Appendix) were used to connect RTOP observation data from a single class with participants’ self-reported typical teaching practices. We examined instructor responses regarding the proportion of time they spend on activities during typical class periods and on how frequently they use
each of several common teaching strategies: traditional lecture, lecture with demonstrations, instructor-posed questions answered by individual students, instructor-posed questions answered simultaneously by the whole class, small group discussions or think-pair-share, whole-class discussions, and in-class exercises. The frequency with which instructors use each of these strategies was reported on a scale from 1 (never) to 5 (nearly every class). Instructors were also asked to estimate the percentage of class time spent on student activities, questions, and discussion. Total RTOP scores and scores on each RTOP subscale were considered in an attempt to connect teaching practices reported in the instructor surveys with teaching practices identified during classroom observations. Responses to each survey item were compiled and binned according to instructional category (Teacher Centered, Transitional, and Student Centered).

Reliability and Limitations of Instructor Surveys

While some studies have found that instructor surveys do not reliably represent teaching practices (e.g., Ebert May et al., 2011), the use of self-reported survey data in other observation projects has found good correlation between practices reported and teaching practices observed in use by math teachers (0.85 correlation; Mayer, 1999), which suggests that survey data are reliable. A caveat, however, is that in some cases, there may be variations in the way instructors define different strategies, and our data set does not allow us to infer how respondents may have interpreted particular survey items. For example, a “whole class discussion” might suggest an instructor-facilitated discussion among a large proportion of individuals in a class, or might be interpreted as opportunities for students to provide individual or clicker responses to instructor-posed questions. Correlations between observer and instructor survey data (see following) and success in previous work suggest that observations of single class periods reflect teaching practices used by faculty in their classes (e.g., Mayer, 1999; Ebert-May et al., 2015).

Observer Comments from Classroom Observations

Qualitative analysis of observer comments from classroom observations helped identify specific attributes associated with classrooms in each instructional category. Observer comments were used to develop emergent codes by noting attributes reported by observers. An attribute was considered present only if it was specifically mentioned or described in the observer comments. These attributes were organized by theme in a codebook, independent of RTOP item and subscale definitions. Three researchers used the codebook to analyze a subset of observer comments to agree on the codebook content and to establish reliability. Based on comparison and discussion, the codebook was refined, resulting in 41 codes organized into the following six themes (Table A1 in Appendix):

- Questions: How questions are asked and answered by both the instructor and students
- Assessment: How the instructor assesses students and makes use of assessment results
- Interaction: The frequency of student-student and student-faculty interactions
- What students are asked to do: Types of activities or thinking students are asked to do
- What instructor does: Types of behaviors or lesson structures the instructor uses
- Engagement and overall mood: Types of student behavior with respect to engagement

One researcher used the codebook to analyze observer comments in the following subset of classes:

- Most Teacher Centered—Classes with the lowest total RTOP scores in the Teacher Centered instructional category; 10 classes with RTOP scores ranging from 13 to 19.
- Mean Teacher Centered—Classes with total RTOP scores around the mean (23) of the Teacher Centered instructional category (scores ≤30); 10 classes with RTOP scores ranging from 22 to 24.
- Mean Transitional—Classes with total RTOP scores around the median (37) of the entire data set and the mean (39) of the Transitional instructional category; 22 classes with RTOP scores ranging from 36 to 41.
- Mean Student Centered—Classes with total RTOP scores around the mean (62) of the Student Centered instructional category (scores ≥50); 12 classes with RTOP scores ranging from 58 to 63.
- Most Student Centered—Classes with the highest total RTOP scores in the Student Centered instructional category; 11 classes with RTOP scores ranging from 69 to 89.

This subset of 65 classes was chosen to represent the end members of the data set and the central tendency of each instructional category.

Reliability and Limitations of Observer Comments

To establish the reliability of the analysis of qualitative observer comments, 3 researchers independently coded observer comments from 10 classes with total RTOP scores ranging from 13 to 71. This sample was selected from the 65 classes included in the observer comment analysis to represent a range of RTOP scores. For each class, researchers were considered to be in agreement for an item if all three coded it the same way. Coding 41 items for 10 classes gives 410 potential agreements among the researchers. In practice, the 3 researchers had 366 agreements, or 89% agreement, indicating a high degree of reliability for the coding.

The observer comments vary in quality and were written in response to the RTOP subscales, and thus comments focus on those particular elements of classroom practice rather than representing an unscripted narrative of a class period. Many of the classes included attributes that were not specifically mentioned in the observer comments, and so were not coded as present. While this may seem to be a limitation of the analysis, attributes associated with instructional categories emerged indicating that there are discernable characteristics associated with each category.
RESULTS

RTOP Scores and Demographic Variables

The set of 204 participants includes a broad cross section of geoscience faculty. Instructor survey data indicate that observed instructors include 37% female and 63% male faculty who identify their rank as full professors (36%), associate professors (21%), lecturers (22%), assistant professors (13%), and adjunct professors (8%; Figs. 1A, 1B). Classrooms that were observed included introductory geoscience courses (58%) and upper level courses designed for majors (41%; Fig. 1C). Class sizes reported as numbers of enrolled students were binned as small (≤30 students, 48%), medium (31–79 students, 30%) or large (80+ students, 22%; Fig. 1D). Classrooms observed were at research or doctoral level (52%), master’s degree granting (30%), bachelor’s degree granting (7%), and associate’s degree granting (11%) institutions based on Carnegie Classification System for Institutions of Higher Education (Carnegie Classification, 2015; Fig. 1E).

RTOP scores of classrooms observed for this project range from 13 to 89 with an average score of 39.6. Our data set contains 62 observations in the Teacher Centered category (30% of observations), 92 in the Transitional category (45%), and 50 in the Student Centered category (25%). The average and range of scores for each of the five RTOP subscales are shown in Table 1. Scores for subscales 1, 4, and 5 (Lesson Design and Implementation, Communicative Interactions, and Student-Teacher Relationships) are similar; scores for subscale 2 (Propositional Knowledge) are higher, and scores for subscale 3 (Procedural Knowledge) are lower. As expected, scores on each RTOP subscale are positively correlated with total RTOP score; however, the correlation for subscale 2 is weak.

Table 1. Average and Range of Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol Subscale Scores for the 204 Observations in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTOP Subscale</th>
<th>Subscale score range</th>
<th>Subscale score average</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient with total RTOP score (R²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lesson Design and Implementation</td>
<td>1–18</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.8302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Propositional Knowledge</td>
<td>8–20</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.3078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Procedural Knowledge</td>
<td>0–16</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.8479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Classroom Culture: Communicative Interactions</td>
<td>0–19</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.8451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Classroom Culture: Student-Teacher Relationships</td>
<td>0–19</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.8821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Total Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) score average is 39.6 and range of all RTOP scores = 13–89.
Total RTOP scores and the instructional category designations do not correlate with the number of years instructors have taught at the college or university level. Maximum, median, and minimum RTOP scores do not vary with any demographic factor such as institution type, course level, or instructor gender (Figs. 2A–2D). Significant statistical differences in RTOP score as a function of demographic data would require that the score ranges defined by the second and third quartiles in each category (top and bottom of boxes in Figs. 2A–2D) do not overlap with scores in other categories within the same demographic type (e.g., male or female categories within the gender demographic). Such variation is not observed in any demographic data (Figs. 2A–2D).

**DFA of RTOP Scores**

The results of our DFAs are shown in Figure 3 and Tables 2 and 3. Each DFA is shown as a two-dimensional plot with each function axis representing a linear combination of independent variables that maximizes variance along that axis. Such a plot identifies the independent variables that are most indicative of membership in a particular instructional category. The more tightly clustered a category, the more alike the members of that category, in terms of the variables that make up the function axes. In the case of instructional categories defined by total RTOP score, the individual points are clustered, but the points in each category overlap with points from the adjacent category. This pattern indicates that the scores form a continuum, rather than discrete clusters; such a pattern is expected, since the instructional category divisions are artificially applied (Budd et al., 2013).

Using the five RTOP subscales as independent variables (Analysis A), the DFA produces a model that predicts total RTOP score very well (94.6% of cross-validated cases correctly identified; Fig. 3A), as expected because the subscales are combined to produce a total RTOP score. Despite the fact that each subscale is weighted equally in computing the total RTOP score, the Classroom Culture subscales (Student-Teacher relationships and Communicative Interactions) are most predictive of RTOP score: they have the highest canonical loading (correlations with Function 1 of 0.743 and 0.719, respectively; Table 2), indicating that these two subscales correlate most strongly with the discriminant functions. In addition, these variables also have high canonical discriminant function coefficients (Table 2), indicating that they contribute

![Figure 2. Relationships between total Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) score and institutional or demographic characteristics. For each plot, x represents the median score for that category. The blue box encompasses the second and third quartile about the median, and the thin lines represent the minimum and maximum scores recorded for that category. Categories are considered distinguishable if the 2-quartile boxes do not overlap. (A) Institution type. (B) Class size. (C) Course level and audience. (D) Instructor gender.](image-url)
strongly to the function. The other three subscales have lower coefficients and lower correlations, and thus are less strongly predictive of instructional category. Propositional knowledge is the subscale with the lowest correlation with instructional category (correlation 0.242).

Using individual RTOP items in the discriminant function analysis increases the model complexity but also allows assessment of particular classroom strategies that are likely to characterize high-scoring classrooms. When all 25 RTOP items are included in the analysis (Analysis B), the model correctly classifies 90.2% of cross-validated cases (Table 3). As with Analysis A, only Function 1 is significant at the 0.01 level. Seven RTOP items have correlations with Function 1 above 0.4 (Table 3), showing the strongest predictive relationship with instructional category:

- Item 2: The lesson was designed to engage students as members of a learning community.
- Item 13: Students were actively engaged in a thought-provoking activity that often involved the critical assessment of procedures.
- Item 16: Students were involved in the communication of their ideas to others using a variety of means and media.
- Item 18: There was a high proportion of student talk and a significant amount of it occurred between and among students.
- Item 19: Student questions and comments often determined the focus and direction of classroom discourse.
- Item 24: The teacher acted as a resource person, working to support and enhance student investigations.

**TABLE 2. STANDARDIZED CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS AND POOLED WITHIN-GROUPS CORRELATIONS FOR A DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS USING THE FIVE RTOP (REFORMED TEACHING OBSERVATION PROTOCOL) SUBSCALES AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (ANALYSIS A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Function 1</th>
<th>Function 2</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student-Student Interaction</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>−0.360</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>−0.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student-Faculty Interaction</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>−0.368</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>−0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural Knowledge</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson Design</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propositional Knowledge</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: In this analysis, only Function 1 was significant (p < 0.05).*
Item 25: The metaphor “teacher as listener” was very characteristic of this classroom.

If the model is constructed to include only these 7 rubric items (Analysis C), it classifies 80.4% of cross-validated cases correctly (Fig. 3B; Table 3).

**Instructor Surveys**

We compared the general pedagogical practices reported by faculty to the instructional category assigned by total RTOP scores to connect what observers saw during a single class visit with what faculty report they are doing in their classrooms. In general, we found that faculty in the Student Centered instructional category reported using strategies that encourage students to work on activities in which they interact with the course content, with each other, and with the instructor; faculty in Transitional and Teacher Centered classrooms reported using such classroom activities less frequently.

Nearly 75% of instructors in Student Centered classrooms reported using small group discussions or think-pair-share activities once per week or more (survey question 9e; Appendix). In contrast, only 10% of faculty in Teacher Centered classrooms reported using small group discussions weekly and more than 50% indicated that they never use such activities (Fig. 4A). Of instructors in Transitional classes, 42% reported using small group discussion or think-pair-share activities weekly or more frequently.

Similarly, ~62% of faculty who teach Student Centered classes reported using class exercises weekly or during nearly every class period, and only 4% of faculty in Student Centered classes reported never using in-class exercises. In contrast, ~35% of faculty of Transitional and 10% of faculty of Teacher Centered classes reported using in-class exercises at least weekly.

Instructors of Student Centered classrooms also reported using other student-centered practices more frequently compared to instructors of Transitional or Teacher Centered classes. For example, instructors in all instructional categories reported using questions to individual students (Fig. 4A)
more frequently than questions posed to the entire class, but there are distinct increases in the reported use of questions on a daily basis from Teacher Centered classes (41% to individuals and 30% to the whole class), to Transitional classes (57% to individuals and 45% to the whole class), to Student Centered classes (71% to individual students and 47% to the entire class).

Instructors in all classroom categories reported using traditional lecture every class period (Fig. 4B). Notably, 61% of instructors in Student Centered classes, 74% in Transitional classes, and 85% in Teacher Centered classes reported using traditional lectures every day. Only 8% of instructors in Student Centered classes reported never using lecture (Fig. 4C).

The instructor survey also asked faculty to estimate the proportion of class time spent on activities, questions, and discussion, expressed as a percentage of a typical class. Approximately 40% of faculty in Student Centered classes reported spending more than 40% of their class time on activities, questions, and discussion (Fig. 4D), while only 4% of Transitional classes and 0% of Teacher Centered classes engaged in activities, questions, and discussion more than 40% of the time. In contrast, 64% of Teacher Centered classes reported using 20% or less of class time on activities, questions, and discussion, while 60% of Transitional and 30% of Student Centered classes spent less than 20% of class time on activities, questions, and discussion.

Observer Comments from Classroom Observations

The common codes identified for each instructional category are summarized in Table 4. There is little overlap in the most common attributes mentioned in observer comments for Teacher Centered, Transitional, and Student Centered classrooms. Even within the Teacher Centered and the Student Centered instructional categories there are differences in attributes mentioned for
classes with total RTOP scores near the mean for these categories and classes with total RTOP scores near the low and high extremes, respectively.

In the most Teacher Centered classrooms (total RTOP score = 13–19), observers most frequently noted that students were passive (e.g., “Students took notes; were not asked to participate”) and did not interact with each other (e.g., “No opportunity for student interaction”). This matches the common description of these classrooms as being dominated by instructor lecture or a traditional teaching style. For example, an observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 18 noted, “This was almost a straight lecture with little opportunity for students to do anything other than observe and/or take notes.” Also commonly mentioned for the most traditional classrooms was a lack of questions from either the instructor or the students (e.g., “No questions from instructor so not really opportunities to listen to students,” and “No questions voiced by students at all”). When instructors in the most Teacher Centered classrooms ask questions, observers noted they were “shout-out” type questions, that is, questions to which one or two students provide the single answer required before the instructor continues the lecture.

In the mean Teacher Centered classrooms (total RTOP score = 22–24), observers most frequently noted that students did not interact with each other (e.g., “Students did not interact with one another”). The principal differences between the mean and most Teacher Centered classrooms are that the mean Teacher Centered classroom instructors are more likely to ask questions, although those questions may only elicit “shout-out” responses, and that students in mean Teacher Centered classrooms are more likely to ask questions or volunteer ideas (Table 4). For example, an observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 22 noted, “Instructor encouraged students to ask questions but didn’t provide opportunities that required their input or active participation.” Another observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 24 noted, “One question from instructor was how to interpret a specific thing on a graph. One student answered with shout-out, instructor confirmed, elaborated.”

### Table 4. Common Class Attributes as Determined by Qualitative Analysis of Observer Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Type</th>
<th>Most Teacher Centered</th>
<th>Mean Teacher Centered</th>
<th>Mean Transitional</th>
<th>Mean Student Centered</th>
<th>Most Student Centered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 10 (%)</td>
<td>n = 10 (%)</td>
<td>n = 22 (%)</td>
<td>n = 12 (%)</td>
<td>n = 11 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or few questions asked by instructor</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or few questions from students</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students are passive or not asked to do anything</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture or traditional teaching style</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No student-student interaction or conversation</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shout-out questions asked</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor asks questions of students</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students ask questions or volunteer ideas</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short wait time, first shout-out taken, or instructor answers own questions</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor reminds students of previous topics or prior knowledge</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor doesn’t make use of student input or no shift in lesson</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students make hypotheses or predictions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections made with real world or other disciplines</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student-student interactions or group work</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lots of student-faculty interaction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students read graphs, maps, use data</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor circulates</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson adjustments based on student work or prior knowledge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students answer open-ended questions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor assesses students (new or prior knowledge)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor acts as facilitator</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or little lecture or all or most of class is activity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Shading indicates that the attribute is commonly mentioned in observer comments for that subset of classes, with the percentage of classrooms for which it is mentioned listed in each box. The number of classes and range of total RTOP (Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol) scores in each category are: Most Teacher Centered, n = 10, RTOP scores = 13–19; Mean Teacher Centered, n = 10, RTOP scores = 22–24; Mean Transitional, n = 22, RTOP scores = 36–41; Mean Student Centered, n = 12, RTOP scores = 58–63; Most Student Centered, n = 11, RTOP scores = 69–89.
In the mean Transitional classrooms (total RTOP score = 36–41), observers noted that the instructors frequently ask questions of the students, but 45% of observers also commented that the wait time following an instructor-posed question is often too short to provide an opportunity for students to consider their responses (Table 4). For example, an observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 39 noted, “Instructor has lots of questions for students, but just for the right answer as shout-outs; students participate in shout-out answers but never the chance for them to discuss together or discuss further.” Another observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 40 noted, “Student questions were encouraged and they often resulted in the instructor clarifying ideas... There was a bit of wait time after questions, but instructor generally took the first ‘shout out’.” Other commonly mentioned attributes of mean Transitional classrooms are that students interact with each other and make predictions or hypotheses, the instructor makes connections between the lesson content and the real world or other disciplines, and the instructor reminds students of previous class topics or prior knowledge but does not make use of student input or shift the lesson in response to student input (Table 4). For example, an observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 36 noted, “The instructor reviewed what was covered in the last class before moving on to new material, but did not assess student knowledge.”

In the mean Student Centered classrooms (total RTOP score = 58–63), observers most frequently noted that students interact with each other (e.g., “Students communicated in small groups and by writing their notes on giant post-it notes for the class”), are engaged in discussion (e.g., “Students met in small groups and discussed how they could accomplish the goal”), ask questions or volunteer ideas, and interact with data by reading graphs, maps, etc. (Table 4). Instructors in mean Student Centered classrooms often make connections between lesson content and the real world or other disciplines, interact extensively with students, and circulate throughout the classroom. For example, an observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 59 noted, “The professor visited every group during the exercise and was mostly asking questions to explore students’ understanding of what they were doing and where they were not thinking correctly.”

In the most Student Centered classrooms (total RTOP score = 69–89), observers most frequently noted some of the same attributes found in the mean Student Centered classrooms, such as students interacting with each other, engaging in discussion and interacting with data by reading graphs, maps, etc. (Table 4). For example, an observer in a classroom with an RTOP score of 69 noted, “Students interacted with each other in small groups, during whole-class discussion and as single students at the board interacting with the instructor and class.” In the same class, the observer noted, “Students used equations and two types of plots to represent and interpret the fundamentals of the concept. They made hypotheses about mid ocean ridge processes and in some cases devised means for testing them.” Observers noted that instructors in the most Student Centered classrooms also commonly circulate throughout the classroom (e.g., “Instructor circulated around room during the activity and acted as a resource, but also to keep students on task”). In addition, in the most Student Centered classrooms, comments indicate that lessons are commonly adjusted based on student work or prior knowledge (e.g., “Student input and discussion were encouraged and shifted the direction of the lesson.”). Students in the most Student Centered classrooms are also more likely than students in mean Student Centered classrooms to answer open-ended questions, their instructors more commonly assess student knowledge, and are more likely to use little or no lecture.

In addition to identifying the most commonly mentioned attributes of each instructional category, this analysis reveals patterns in the frequency of attributes across categories. For example, instructors in all instructional categories are noted to assess student knowledge, but the percentage of classrooms in which this attribute is noted increases from the most Teacher Centered (10%) to the most Student Centered classrooms (45%). Likewise, lecture or traditional teaching style is noted in all classroom categories except for the most Student Centered; however, observers noted this attribute with decreasing frequency from the most Teacher Centered (50%) to the mean Student Centered classrooms (8%; Table 4). The percentage of classrooms in which discussion is noted by observers increases across instructional categories, from 0% in Teacher Centered classrooms to 91% in the Most Student Centered classrooms. Likewise, lesson adjustments based on student work or prior knowledge increase across instructional categories, from 0% in Teacher Centered classrooms to 54% in the Most Student Centered classrooms.

**DISCUSSION**

The first research question asks whether demographic variables correlate with teaching practices. Based on demographic data of observed instructors (Fig. 1), all demographic subsets such as gender, instructor rank, class size, type of institution (e.g., research or doctoral, master’s, undergraduate, or associate’s degree granting), and course type (introductory or upper level) are represented in subequal proportions. The number of classroom observations made as part of this study is significantly larger than any other similar observational survey of teaching in the geosciences we know of (e.g., Markley et al., 2008; Budd et al., 2013), and the distribution of demographic variables associated with the classroom observations establishes that we have observed a sufficiently diverse array of classes to establish whether RTOP scores, and particularly the instructional category assignments, are driven by membership in any particular demographic category (e.g., correlation between small class size and high RTOP score).

Total RTOP scores and the related instructional categories do not correlate with instructor experience, gender, class size, type of institution, or course type (Figs. 2A–2D). In short, the lack of correlation of RTOP scores with the various demographic factors of the instructors and classes we observed indicates that the demographics of the instructors, classes, or institutions are not the principal factors that determine classroom practice. Both the size of the data set and the lack of correlation between RTOP scores and demographic factors make it...
appropriate to treat the entire data set in aggregate; therefore, generalizations and correlations can be applied to the population as a whole.

Characterizing the teaching practices that distinguish among Teacher Centered, Transitional, and Student Centered classrooms is the focus of our second research question. For example, items 2, 13, 16, and 18 are among the 7 rubric items that DFA analyses predict to be important in distinguishing classroom instructional categories; this is consistent with results of the instructor survey and analysis of observer comments. Scored classroom observations and faculty survey data both reported more frequent use of activities such as think-pair-share, questions, and discussions during classes in Student Centered classrooms than in Transitional or Teacher Centered classrooms (Fig. 4D; rubric item 18 in Fig. 5). Observation scores of RTOP item 18 and survey data both indicate fewer student interactions in Teacher Centered classes than in Student Centered classes, indicating concordance between these data sets. In addition, observer comments also support the quantitative RTOP scores and survey data in areas of student interactions. For example, observer comments describe students as passive more frequently in Teacher Centered classrooms and rarely or never describe students as passive in Student Centered classrooms (Table 4). Observer comments are also consistent with scores for RTOP item 18, which record “No student-student talk” (score = 0) for 94% of Teacher Centered classrooms and only for 4% of Student Centered classrooms (Fig. 5). Observers also comment on student-student interactions for most or all Student Centered classrooms and rarely or never comment on such interactions in Teacher Centered classrooms (Table 4). Thus, we find internal consistency among our analysis of all three data sets, the RTOP scores (individual items, subscales, and total scores), instructor survey data, and observer comments. From all three data sets, general characteristics emerge for each instructional category based on correlations of RTOP observation scores, instructor survey data, and observer comments.

The DFA identified seven RTOP items with the strongest predictive relationship with instructional category (Table 3), indicating that there is no single strategy that can predict reformed teaching and that the diversity of teaching practices comes from a variety of reform areas (Sawada et al., 2002). Indications of the multidimensionality of reformed teaching are consistent with previous work, specifically in introductory geoscience classrooms, that suggests that there is no single pathway to reformed teaching and that a student-centered classroom environment is achieved through a holistic approach to constructivist teaching to support active engagement in the development of student knowledge (Budd et al., 2013; Hora, 2015).

The agreement among our data sets is consistent with other research that has found good correlation between self-reported data and observation data. For example, in a study of postdoctoral fellows participating in a professional development program, researchers found good correlation between RTOP observation scores and self-report data regarding participants teaching beliefs and use of learner-centered teaching strategies (Ebert-May et al., 2015). Additional work that compares surveys with observations found good correlation between survey responses regarding use of in-class activities and COPUS observation data (Smith et al., 2014). Examination of poor correlations between self-surveys and observations reported by Ebert-May et al. (2011) suggests that because surveys were taken following professional development and were administered by professional development providers, respondents may have unintentionally inflated their responses to match their intended use of professional development strategies, which later were not observed (Smith et al., 2014). Survey data are more likely to be reliable when responses are not affected by social factors or when respondents are not affected by the outcome of their responses; for example, responses might be less reliable if they are tied to promotion or considered by administrators (Desimone et al., 2010).

Based on the three internally consistent data sets reported here, the teaching practices of the three Instructional Categories can be characterized. A key feature of Student Centered classrooms is using activities that engage students in talking with each other for a high proportion of class time. This is supported by observer comments that never mention that students are passive in the most Student Centered classes. Most instructors in Student Centered classrooms also estimate that their students spend significant class time engaged in activities, questions, and discussion (Fig. 4D). This is not to say that all Student Centered classrooms spend all their time in activities; most instructors of Student Centered classrooms indicate that they use traditional lecture each day (Fig. 4C). It is clear that lecture remains an important instructional strategy, but as indicated by the DFA that no single RTOP rubric element or associated classroom strategy is a definitive predictor of a Student Centered classroom, lectures are used along with diverse teaching strategies (Figs. 4A–4D).

![Figure 5. Direct observation data indicating the amount of student-student talk, separated by instructional category.](image)
Characteristics of Transitional classrooms are similar to those in Student Centered classrooms, but the use of activities in Transitional classrooms is typically less frequent and for shorter duration. For example, faculty in Transitional classrooms reported using a lower frequency and duration of activities that engage students in talking with each other than reported by faculty in Student Centered classrooms (Fig. 4D). Observer comments corroborate the higher frequency of student interactions in Student Centered classrooms than in Transitional classes (Table 4). Similarly, more faculty in Transitional classrooms than in Student Centered classrooms reported daily use of traditional lecturing, which corresponds with observer comments that more frequently mention traditional lecturing in mean Transitional classrooms than in Student Centered classrooms (Table 4).

Teacher Centered classrooms are characterized by teaching strategies that are generally less interactive, such as more common use of traditional lecturing, which is reported by most Teacher Centered faculty as occurring every day (Fig. 4C), and is more frequently mentioned in observer comments for Teacher Centered classrooms than for Transitional classrooms (Table 4). RTOP scores indicate there are no opportunities for students to talk together about course material in 94% of Teacher Centered classrooms (item 18; Fig. 5), which corresponds to observer comments that mention no student-student interactions in 70% and 80% of most and mean Teacher Centered classrooms, respectively.

While observational and survey data indicate that geoscience instructors use a variety of pedagogies and that there is no single way to use active learning strategies in a Student Centered classroom, the consistency of results from the DFA analysis of RTOP scores, the observer comments from classroom observations, and the teaching practices reported by instructors can be used to infer which teaching strategies are most likely to shift teaching practice from Teacher Centered to Student Centered. In the following paragraphs we describe three particular characteristics that best differentiate among the instructional categories. Instructors interested in shifting their pedagogy to include more student-centered practices may wish to start by thinking about these characteristics with respect to their own classrooms. We are not suggesting that these are the only characteristics that are important, or that they are the only characteristics instructors should consider; rather, we posit that because the strategies described in the following are being used by geoscience instructors in a variety of class types, and because instructors know they are using these strategies, and therefore are actively choosing to do so, use of these strategies may be practical for other instructors as well.

Student-Student Interactions

Active participation by students in a community is integral to their ability to construct their knowledge, making learning a social practice (e.g., Bransford et al., 2000; Wenger, 2000). The seven RTOP items that the DFA indicates are most predictive of total RTOP score include three items from subscale 4 (16, 18, 19), which examine student-student interactions. Observer comments for 100% of mean scoring Student Centered classrooms (and 91% of the highest scoring Student Centered classrooms) include notes that students are working together (Table 4). In contrast, student group work is not noted for any of the 10 lowest scoring (most) Teacher Centered classrooms, and is noted in only 9% of mean Teacher Centered classrooms and 59% of mean Transitional classrooms.

The amount of time students spend talking to each other about lesson content is quantified by item 18 of the RTOP rubric, ranging from no student-student talk (score = 0), to students talking to each other at least once (score = 1), to students talking at least 10% of the class period (score = 2) to more than 50% of the class period (score = 4). Student Centered classes most commonly have students talking with each other for more than 50% of the class period (32% of classes), and 70% of Student Centered classes spend at least 25% of class time in student conversations. In contrast, 94% of Teacher Centered classrooms and 42% of Transitional classrooms include no student talk (Fig. 5).

RTOP item 2 also addresses student interactions in terms of the lesson having been designed to engage students as members of a learning community. Faculty survey data indicate that small group work and think-pair-share activities occur more frequently in Student Centered classes than in Transitional or Teacher Centered classes (Fig. 4A). The quality of student group work is measured by RTOP item 13, which examines whether students are engaged in thought-provoking activities, also one of the 7 DFA predictors for total RTOP score. Social learning experiences such as student conversations and activities are known to promote increased conceptual understanding (e.g., Stage et al., 1998; Freeman et al., 2014), making it an important element of reformed teaching, as typified in Student Centered classes.

Student-Instructor Interactions

Three of the seven RTOP items that are good predictors of total RTOP score measure the extent to which the instructor encourages student participation in determining the direction of the class period (item 19), and the extent to which the instructor supports student investigations and listens to students (items 24, and 25, respectively; Table 2). Student-instructor engagement is frequently noted in observer comments, including that the instructor acts as a facilitator (e.g., asks and answers questions as students work through an activity) and circulates throughout the room, which was noted most frequently in the mean and most Student Centered classrooms. Observers also noted that instructors in Student Centered classrooms use student work to adjust the lesson, but no such comments are reported for the mean and most Teacher Centered classrooms. Instructors in Teacher Centered classrooms are also not noted to circulate or act as facilitators of student work and learning (Table 4). Similarly, observers frequently indicate that faculty in Student Centered classrooms assess student knowledge during class, but this happens much less frequently in Transitional and Teacher Centered classrooms (Table 4). In addition to students working together to develop communities of practice to enhance learning (e.g., Wenger, 2000), it is important that faculty work with students as they construct...
their knowledge (e.g., Stage et al., 1998). Faculty interaction with students has also been noted as critical to student engagement, persistence, and learning (e.g., Umbach and Wawrzynski, 2005). Thus, instructors of Student Centered classrooms act as facilitators of student learning using strategies such as circulating through the classroom as they encourage student discussions, asking leading questions, helping student groups to stay on task, and monitoring constructive learning communities.

Use of Questions

While all 7 RTOP items identified by the DFA are required for strongest predictive value, item 19 (Student questions and comments often determined the focus and direction of classroom discourse) has the highest correlation (Analysis C; Table 3). Faculty in Student Centered classrooms report that they ask questions of individual students nearly every day (71%; Fig. 4B) and are the most likely group to pose questions to the entire class on a daily basis (47%). Similarly, observers note that instructors in Student Centered classrooms asked questions frequently, and often note the use of open-ended questions (Table 4). Faculty in Student Centered classes are also most likely to use significant wait time after asking a question, allowing students ample time to think about and formulate a response. Significant wait time (e.g., 3 seconds or more) is shown to improve the quality and quantity of student responses (e.g., Stahl, 1994). In contrast, faculty survey data and observer comments note the least frequent use of questions in Teacher Centered classrooms (Fig. 4C; Table 4). Thus, each of the data sets converge on similar characteristics that can be used to describe the characteristic use of questions in Student Centered, Transitional, and Teacher Centered instructional categories.

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the 3 sets of qualitative and quantitative data associated with 204 observations of faculty in United States geoscience classrooms is used to address the Classroom Observation Project’s research goals of describing the use and characteristics of student-centered pedagogical practices in undergraduate geoscience classrooms. A wide range of RTOP scores represent teaching practice observed, but scores do not correlate with demographic variables. The lack of correlation between RTOP scores and factors such as class size, class type (introductory versus upper level), and institution type indicates that the degree to which instructors incorporate student-centered teaching strategies, as measured by the RTOP, is dependent on instructors’ pedagogical choices and not on external variables.

Further analysis of the three data sets reveals consistent patterns that identify teaching practices used in geoscience classrooms that characterize and differentiate Teacher Centered, Transitional, and Student Centered classrooms. DFA identifies seven RTOP rubric items that are most often associated with Student Centered classrooms, suggesting that those classrooms share some broad similarities in instructional strategy. Observer comments and instructor survey data support this notion, and indicate that specific strategies that are employed frequently in Student Centered classrooms are less common in Teacher Centered and Transitional classrooms. Given that seven items are required to distinguish classroom types (rather than only one or two, for example), this work indicates that classrooms across the range of geoscience classroom types utilize a diversity of student-centered teaching practices, as indicated by previous results for a smaller population of introductory geoscience classrooms (Budd et al., 2013). All three data sets indicate that Student Centered classes include specific strategies that serve to (1) engage students with one another; (2) engage instructors and students in a way that facilitates instructors assessing student learning and adjusting lessons accordingly; and (3) include questions, asked by both instructor and student, that determine the focus of a lesson.

Faculty who teach Student Centered classes have higher frequency and duration of engaging students with one another through in-class activities (e.g., small group discussions, think-pair-share activities, and exercises that have students work with data). In addition, faculty in Student Centered classes engage with their students to facilitate learning by asking and answering questions and monitoring student progress. A hallmark of these classes is that instructors assess student progress in the classroom and adapt or adjust the lesson to accommodate that progress. Pedagogical strategies that incorporate questions between students and faculty are also common in Student Centered classrooms. Faculty in Transitional and Teacher Centered classrooms use these teaching practices less frequently or not at all. The combined interaction of students and faculty measured by these data sets is consistent with learning theory that predicts that situating students in the context of a community enhancing their ability to engage with material as they develop their own knowledge and intellectual agency (e.g., Wenger, 2000; Umbach and Wawrzynski, 2005; Freeman et al., 2014).

The convergence of quantitative and qualitative RTOP observation data plus instructor surveys also indicates that the combined suite of data is a powerful way to characterize teaching practices in geoscience classrooms. While the training to use the RTOP instrument is a multistage process that requires observers to carefully use a detailed rubric consistently, the information derived from observations provides a valuable tool for quantitative characterization of geoscience classes. As such, the approach described here would be useful for other applications, such as measuring the impact of curriculum design and implementation projects or of professional development programs.

From the foundation of this work, future research in professional development and student learning can now be based on the knowledge of what is happening in geoscience classrooms and what needs exist. These data can be used as a baseline to compare post-professional development instruction, and as a starting point for studies in student learning. Similarly, instructors can examine common teaching strategies employed in all three instructional categories, reflect on their own teaching, and determine whether they want to adapt such strategies in their own teaching practice.
APPENDIX. INSTRUCTOR SURVEY QUESTIONS

The instructor survey was taken online by 203 of the 204 instructors observed with the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) instrument. Questions were designed to elicit information about typical teaching behaviors and the ways by which faculty make decisions regarding teaching methods.

Demographic Data

1. How many years have you taught at the college or university level (do not include any experience as a graduate teaching assistant)?
   - Masters
   - Ph.D.
   - Other (specify)
2. What is the highest degree level you have completed?
   - Masters
   - Ph.D.
   - Other (specify)
3. Which of the following best describes your current position?
   - Full professor
   - Associate professor
   - Assistant professor
   - Instructor or lecturer
   - Adjunct or visiting professor
   - Other (specify)
4. Name of course
5. Type of course
   - Introductory course
   - Course for majors
   - Graduate level
   - Other (specify)
6. Length of class period observed (in minutes)
7. Name of observer

Describing Your Teaching

The following questions pertain to the entire course including lecture, labs, and discussion sections.

8. In the “lecture portion” of your course, please estimate the percentage of class time spent on student activities, questions, and discussion.
9. In the lecture portion of your class, please indicate how frequently you used the following teaching strategies in teaching your most recent course. Please use a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is “never” and 5 is “nearly every class.”
   - Traditional lecture
   - Lecture with demonstration
   - Lecture in which questions posed by instructor are answered by individual students
   - Lecture in which questions posed by instructor are answered simultaneously by the entire class
   - Small group discussion or think-pair-share
   - Whole-class discussions
   - In-class exercises
10. What changes have you made in the teaching methods in your course within the past two years (check all that apply)?
    - I have not made any changes
    - Spent less time lecturing
    - Employed more demonstrations during lectures
    - Increased questioning of students during lectures
    - Added group work or small group activities
    - Spent more time on class discussions or small group discussions
    - Changed assessment tools or strategies
    - Added assignments, e.g., more writing
    - Other (specify)
11. What do you rely on to determine if your teaching is working? (check all that apply)
    - Experience and gut instinct
    - Performance on exams, quizzes, assignments
    - Students show up for class and appear to enjoy class
    - Level of student engagement in class
    - Conversations with students
    - End-of-class or mid-term evaluations or surveys
    - Other (specify)
12. How do you learn about new teaching methods? (check all that apply)
    - Professional meetings or workshops
    - Publications
    - Discussions with other faculty members in my department
    - Discussions with colleagues in other institutions
    - Online resources
    - My own research
13. How has the use of online resources positively impacted your teaching within the past two years? (check all that apply)
    - Increased the variety of the methods that I use
    - Increased my skill with a particular teaching method
    - Increased by confidence as a teacher
    - Increased my ability to assess student learning
    - Influenced the topics that I address in my course
    - Increased my knowledge of a particular topic
    - Other (specify)
14. How often do you use the Cutting Edge website?
    - Never, I did not know there was such a website
    - Never, but I know of the website
    - Rarely
    - Monthly
    - Weekly or more often
15. Would you be willing to be contacted for a follow-up study related to how the use of On the Cutting Edge resources may have influenced your teaching?
    - Yes, I would be willing to be contacted for a follow-up study
    - Perhaps, you can contact me but I would need to know more about the follow-up study
    - No, I am not interested
TABLE A1. EXAMPLE QUOTATIONS FROM OBSERVER COMMENTS FOR EACH OF THE 41 ITEMS (ORGANIZED INTO 6 THEMES) IN THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS CODEBOOK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Example quote from observer comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions: How questions are asked and answered by both the instructor and students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor asks questions of students</td>
<td>&quot;Lots of questions asked by the…teacher to students (10).&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No and/or few questions asked by instructor</td>
<td>&quot;No questions for students at any point in lecture.&quot; &quot;One shout-out question during whole class.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short wait time, first shout-out taken, or instructor answers own questions</td>
<td>&quot;There was a bit of wait time after questions, but usually the first shout out response was taken.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good wait time after questions</td>
<td>&quot;Prof showed clear wait time and if no students answered he clarified the question and waited until someone offered an answer.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students answer questions</td>
<td>&quot;Students answered questions alone and in pairs.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students ask questions or volunteer ideas</td>
<td>&quot;Several questions posed by students during lecture that didn't come from direct instructor prompts.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or few questions from students</td>
<td>&quot;No students asked any questions during lecture.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions from students not solicited</td>
<td>&quot;No real pursuit of student questions.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor pauses for or solicits student questions</td>
<td>&quot;Pauses were built into the lecture to allow students to ask questions for clarification.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shout-out questions asked</td>
<td>&quot;Students were asked a few shout-out types of questions.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment: How the instructor assesses students and makes use of assessment results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor assesses students (new or prior knowledge)</td>
<td>&quot;The instructor used multiple elements of abstractions (equations, cross section, two types of plots) to develop and assess student understanding.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor reminds students of previous topics/prior knowledge</td>
<td>&quot;The class session began with a brief review of where the class had been previously and the overview was designed to remind students of the key pieces of previous topics.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No assessment of students</td>
<td>&quot;Students are reminded of previous lessons, but instructor doesn't assess knowledge.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson adjustments based on student work or prior knowledge</td>
<td>&quot;The lesson adjusts significantly for student input but isn't entirely student-directed.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor doesn't make use of student input; no shift in lesson</td>
<td>&quot;The instructor respected student input, but it didn't shift the lesson.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: The frequency of student-student and student-faculty interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lots of student-faculty interaction</td>
<td>&quot;This class had a high proportion of student-faculty interaction.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No little student-instructor interaction</td>
<td>&quot;Little to no … student-professor interaction: &quot;There was no dialogue between students or instructor except for point of clarification.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No student-student interaction and/or conversation</td>
<td>&quot;There was no student-student interaction during this class.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student-student interactions, group work</td>
<td>&quot;Students were asked a number of questions and encouraged to discuss with neighbors prior to volunteering answers.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What students are asked to do: Types of activities or thinking students are asked to do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or little lecture, all or most of class is activity</td>
<td>&quot;Instructor set up class period with one long activity for students to work in groups and then report out.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students not asked to do anything; passive</td>
<td>&quot;Students took notes, were not asked to participate.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students read graphs, maps, measurements, photos, use data</td>
<td>&quot;Students were asked to interpret graphs and a map.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students make hypotheses or predictions</td>
<td>&quot;Students made predictions, then compared answers with map in book.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students reflect on learning</td>
<td>&quot;Students were asked to reflect on what they learned when the learning goals for the entire course were reviewed.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students answer open-ended questions</td>
<td>&quot;Class time consisted of students working together on an open-ended problem.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion (all scales)</td>
<td>&quot;The class included small group discussion and a class discussion.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student exploration</td>
<td>&quot;Plan is for student directed investigation with nothing but student-student interaction; nothing but student exploration of data in map formats.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
<td>&quot;There was small group negotiating and problem solving.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
TABLE A1: EXAMPLE QUOTATIONS FROM OBSERVER COMMENTS FOR EACH OF THE 41 ITEMS (ORGANIZED INTO 6 THEMES) IN THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS CODEBOOK (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Example quote from observer comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What instructor does: Types of behavior or lesson structures the instructor uses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture, professor talking, traditional teaching style</td>
<td>“Very traditional lecture.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agenda and/or learning goals presented</td>
<td>“Instructor shows five learning objectives at start of class and highlights first appearance of learning objectives on subsequent PowerPoint slides.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections made with real world or other disciplines (perhaps through analogies)</td>
<td>“Instructor made a few everyday analogies (Ice skater spins faster if arms are pulled in).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real data and/or example presented</td>
<td>“The instructor used data from a local watershed and made a deliberate effort to tie the concepts to real world phenomena.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual framework not clear or not logical</td>
<td>“Students didn’t understand conceptual framework, possibly because they felt overwhelmed by the assignment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes made by instructor or student mistakes not corrected</td>
<td>“A few minor mistakes noted.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate interpretations and/or ideas not explored or solicited</td>
<td>“Students were not engaged in considering, discussing, or even prompted to think about differing ideas/interpretations of data.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good scaffolding of content or activities</td>
<td>“Exercise thoughtfully integrated various types of information in a well-scaffolded scheme.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor acts as facilitator</td>
<td>“Instructor circulated around room during the activity and acted as a resource, but also to keep students on task and within the format.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor circulates</td>
<td>“Instructor circulated through the room, asking/answering questions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement and overall mood: Types of student behavior with respect to engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students engaged</td>
<td>“The students are curious and engaged with the topic.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some students not engaged; low-energy class</td>
<td>“There was very little energy in the room.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students not taking notes; students doing other things</td>
<td>“Many students have laptops open and the computers are not on the class pages (open to email, Facebook, multiple web pages).”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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